Upload extension as zip overrides old version even if dependency check fails and you click back

If you upload an extension it overrides the old version, even if the dependency / version check fails and you click the back link. This can lead to an inconsistent state.

History

#1 - 2015-09-30 09:44 - Wouter Wolters
- Category set to Extension Manager

#2 - 2015-11-29 13:01 - Nicole Cordes
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback

I'm aware this might break the system but do you have any suggestions how to handle that issue? You selected to overwrite the extension on upload time and there isn't any possibility to take snapshots or something similar.

#3 - 2015-12-08 16:15 - Jan Kiesewetter
Maybe first extract the extension to typo3temp and check the dependencies before moving to typo3conf/ext?

#4 - 2016-05-02 11:06 - Alexander Opitz
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to New